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ABSTRACT

Nolapro is full featured accounting solution and completely adjusted which displays the order tracking, inventory Pos and more. For companies that need to manage customers, vendor, employees, and more, nolapro have full people management module. And this module companies can track customers sales, create customer profiles and record, including employee time tracking, and order important people management application. Nolapro accounting ledger include a balance sheet, double entry accounting, and ability to generate income statements. In payables module, organization can generate aging report, the bill seller, credit card purchases, and check status of payments. The billing applications creates an easy way to pay the bill quote requests, payments history, and track inventory. This system itself including workflow, making it easy for business owners, managers, and employees to navigate quickly between pages as needed.
PREFACE

This is an application nolapro can do to make a plan or system of payment to the customer. Where the latter of the sale and payment of goods to the customer or vendor will be input into a ledger or journal revenue and release journal. using this we can also look for income from the sale of goods and payment for goods.

This is summary of the discussion on each chapter. Chapter 1 describes the background of Nolapro accounting sofware. Chapter II contains the definitions of nolapro application. Chapter III contains the planning of the projects and making of the time management. Chapter IV contains an analysis of the tools used and design placement schemes Nolapro application. Chapter V contains the properties simulation to applied on nolapro application and perform testing projects. Chapter VI contains the conclusion of the project and future expectations for this project.
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